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Introduction 
We all have energy constructs within our life bio-field regions, kernels/seeds 
created from our experiences, trauma we inherited, concepts and injuries which 
are stored in group mass consciousness in which we exist.  

Some are from stories we made up – consciously or unconsciously – to make 
sense of our world. The Law of Manifestation will cause those seeds to imprint 
and then slow down our energy field until there is a form/situation solid enough 
to let us know the seed exists.  

Why? In order to determine if it serves us. If it does not, then, having a toolbox 
sufficient to remove the entire growth, including the seed, is valuable. Knowing 
an unwanted pattern exists is not enough. The pattern will continue to grow and 
repeat until the seed is removed. In TAG we call the work: getting to and 
removing Cause. 

The energy constructs/seeds are in the regions we call unseen, unconscious, and 
past. 

In a TAG session, you can use your pendulum to identify the trigger of your 
client's present situation. Then, using the same process, you can identify the 
number of seeds and their basic components. Once that is done, this process will 
take you into the past to gather the seeds planted in the situation, use your tools 
to reframe the story, and remove the seed/cause in order to ripple through time 
to change the present. 

Using the Time Travel process on several of your own issues will prepare you to 
use it with others. When doing the work on yourself, it may be helpful to read the 
prompts and to write the answers.  

The more you use the Dialogue, the easier it will become.  

Time Travel Process 
• If you are doing Time Travel within a TAG session, skip the meditation for 

the client – they are already in their quiet space. 
• If you are not using Time Travel for the client as part of a TAG session, 

begin with the following meditation. 
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Meditation for Client 
Read to your client: 

Pay attention to your breath. In whatever way is best for you, get a picture, a 
sense, or words for whatever you can imagine as your highest experience of life. 
Relax and breathe. 

Breathing in through your nose and exhaling through your mouth, imagine that 
your breath calls in your Spiritual teams. They are going to help you and I travel 
into the past, through a secured time channel. The travel will take us back in 
time, as far as necessary, to a moment that the seed or cause of the [name their 
issue] was inserted or planted. It may be a moment in your past life or in your 
lineage that still impacts you now. 

Sense yourself surrounded by your Spiritual travel team. They are lifting your 
spiritual body up above your home, lifting above buildings and trees, up through 
the clouds to a secured Time Channel. This vast space will move you through all 
records, lifetimes, and regions in totally safety. 

Sense the ease of this journey. Gently breath and be light as a feather, unattached 
to any thought. Your Spiritual team will gather those who will be benefited and 
released. You are simply Being, at peace. 

Practitioner Time Travel Journey 
Begin the time travel journey. 

• You can travel on behalf of your client when your client is in meditation on 
the table or if you are working off-line.  

• You can also lead your client through this journey. In that case, pause and 
let them tell you what they are experiencing at appropriate moments in the 
journey while they are still in light meditation. 

Journey to Situation 
Connect with the TAG teams 

Going back very safely and at the count of three, you will be at the place of 
greatest impact. 

1. You are moving farther and farther back in time. Sense the warmth around 
you. Going back  

2. Farther and farther back  

3. Breathe and notice where you are landing.  
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Notice the situation and the pattern unfolding for your client.  
• Here you could use the information from the identification process in the 

Level 1 Basic Session eBook.  
• For example, you see a young girl (your client), her father is speaking 

harshly to her mother. The girl is afraid and sees the mother taking no 
actions. She decides that life is too hard and would rather leave the planet. 

Once you have taken in the essence of situation, ask the TAG healing team to 
freeze-frame. You did not come back to re-experience it. 

Correction of Story/Seed 
The most powerful correction is to re-establish the plan for the Earth's mission 
for the client and her community. That involves inviting the women into a circle 
and activating their power of authority to remove all Domination and Parasitic 
energies. 

Have your spiritual teams take you back to a time when the village, the families, 
the children were living in harmony. Relax and float until you feel the shift. At 
that point, look with your imagination and see the activities of the village.  

Go to the past incarnation of your client. Ask them to take you to their mother. 
From there, tell the mother that your client is her child's future self and that you 
have come to give them an important message. Once she understands, ask the 
mother to invite the women of the village to gather in their sacred place. 

Imagine yourself, your client, and the women of that long ago village, traveling 
into their space. 

Once they are in circle, thank them for letting you share with them Acknowledge 
the way they have created a wonderful home and community. Tell them that you 
have come because of your client. That you are here to restore to them gifts they 
will need to keep their family and village safe. 

Pause, and tell them: 

There are parasitic beings on the planet who have agendas, clear intentions, to 
trap and use the energy and creations of our Divine Star Families. You are all 
souls in these Families. These parasitic beings have unique vibrations which they 
try to hide. They use any means possible, including violence, to subjugate others. 
Once they have a foothold in your community, they will spread their control until 
your freedom and self-determination are gone. 
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Pause, and tell them: 

The original blueprint for the physical female earth body that carries you, made 
accommodations for these invaders. Your bodies have a warning system held in 
the Solar Plexus, your wisdom center. The warning system alerts you to the 
parasitic vibrations.  

In addition, there was a clear, secured connection to your Divine Star Families in 
the unseen realms. You could instantly call them in and they had the ability to 
identify, contain, and remove the parasitic invaders to their home of origin. 

However, the wiring for this important and necessary work was removed 
lifetimes ago by the very parasitic beings it was intended to protect you from. 
Souls in female bodies were left with no options but to survive the attacks in any 
way they could. It has taken all the focus and efforts of your descendants not to 
give up. 

Now, we have the knowledge and right to restore these original gifts to you. The 
being holding this center is Sophia, the holder of wisdom. She and her sisters are 
here to take you through the restoration ceremony if you are ready. 

Pause and until you hear, "we are ready." 

In your imagination, call in Sophia and her group, Mother Gaia and her Golden 
Dragons. Watch as the circle from the past is enclosed in the love and strength of 
these groups.  

Sophia and her group have cloaks, capes, shawls, or some article as the symbol of 
this gift being given and received. The Sophia group touches each woman in the 
past circle to bestow the opening of the authority presence within the Solar 
Plexus.  

When that is complete, step into the center of the circles and ask that the 
Evolutionary Blueprint for the bodysuit, prepared in our time, be downloaded 
into each of the women. Then, stand with them to enclose the entire village, men, 
women, and children in the triple cocoon, declare all marks, codes, or devices of 
parasitic ownership are instantly removed. 

Pause 

Then, ask that the codes for Evolutionary Blueprint be downloaded into every 
earth body in the village and into future generations from that point forward 
according to their Higher Selves and Causal Teams. 
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Declare that this same ceremony be completed instantly on all experiences, 
constructs, patterns that were brought with you through the Time Travel 
Channel. 

Pause, observe 
• Ask your teams, "Is there anything more to be done?" 
• If, "Yes", ask what and complete the request. 

When you are complete, travel with your client back to the present moment. 
Anchor the same ceremony and changes into your client’s physical body. 

Ask the TAG and PTO teams to activate, Deep Six on the entire correction. Leave 
it in their hands as you move to complete the session.
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